MISSION STATEMENT
“To operate and manage
a Community Forest
Agreement License on a
long term sustainable,
environmental, and social
plan that will maximize
economic opportunities and
benefits for the residents of
Wells Gray Country.”
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CFAC – Heather MacLennan, Peter Barstow
District of Clearwater – Ken Kjenstad
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Paul Streadwick – Director
Joel Steinberg – Vice President
Brent Buck – Director
Leon O’Dette – Director
Lorne Wright – Secretary/Treasurer
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2013-2014 Highlights
Wells Gray Community Forest has just
completed upgrading our web site. The site
has a new look and is now fully operational.
It is a key source for information relating to
the management of the community forest,
current policies and various landbase maps.
It also provides a method of contacting the
Wells Gray Community Forest Corporation
(WGCFC), Community Forest Advisory
Committee (CFAC), and the Wells Gray
Society. Check out the upgraded site at
www.wgcfc.ca.
The Annual planting program will be
conducted in both spring and summer
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seasons this year. 213,000 seedlings will
be established in 10 cut blocks. Many of
these seedlings will be planted in the
watershed on Pine salvaged cut blocks.
Extensive efforts have been undertaken to
give the board and the community
confidence in our recently revised Annual
Allowable cut determination. A 15 year plan
identifying road, structures and harvest area
locations has been assembled. This plan
will be used to predict future financial
projections, consultation requirements,
harvesting location planning and structure
requirements.

Looking Forward
The WGCFC is pleased to have two
University of British Columbia cooperative
education summer students join our team
for four months this summer. These
students will help accomplish silviculture,
layout and road management objectives.
Upgrades to a large number of culverts will
be completed this summer in the Candle
Creek landscape area. Increasing the size
of culverts will help deal with additional
flows from weather related events.
The WGCFC plans on harvesting steeper
sites this fall using a cable harvesting
system within the East Blackpool
landscape area on South facing slopes.
Access to these areas will be improved,
providing defendable areas in case of a fire

from the South.
The “International Forestry Students
Association” will be highlighting BC and its
forestry communities this summer. This
association has scheduled a tour of the
Wells Gray Community Forest landbase in
late August 2014. We look forward to

Current Operations
Winter 2013-2014

CF Grant Buys New Equipment
for Clearwater Ski Hill

The WGCFC made the decision to capture higher market
values and postpone harvesting 2013.

Did you know that this year the Clearwater Ski Hill was open
over 45 days, hosted in excess of 580 students as part of the
Ski School Program and saw significant increase in ski rentals
thanks to the Wells Gray Community Forest Grant that allowed
for the purchase of $10,000 worth of new equipment. We saw
more kids and more adults enjoying new equipment and with
that, came new confidence and many return visits! The ski hill
offered many community days that actually waived rental fees
to encourage new skiers or more visits.

Two years of harvesting operations were completed in the
winter of 2013/2014, approximately 43,000m 3. The remaining
volumes will be harvested in the summer and fall of 2014.
A number of harvesting locations were selected from the
WGCFC Standing Inventory. Each landscape area had its
own challenges and opportunities.

In addition to new skiers we saw more kids take up
snowboarding thanks to new snowboards being purchased as
part of the Wells Gray Community Forest grant. The kids loved
the diversity of being able to learn new skills and find new ways
to enjoy the ski hill.

Within the Raft landscape area, two cut blocks were
selected for harvesting on winter snow pack. This landscape
area required harvest locations to follow Visual design
concept in order to mitigate the visual appearance from the
town of Clearwater. A leave tree strategy was implemented
leaving the cut areas almost none visible. Intermediate
Cedar and Balsam trees were left in groups and singles
throughout the cut block area, resulting in non visible blocks.

The ski hill brings community together. This year we saw over
5,500 hours of volunteer time and close to $23,000 worth of
corporate good will and grants (including the Wells Gray
Community Forest Grant).

An additional Management objective on Raft was the
protection of numerous small streams located within the two
cut blocks. By harvesting on winter snow pack and the
establishment of Riparian reserve zones associated with the
creeks, the protection of stream channels was achieved.

The new gear has enhanced the ski hill and the ski hill
executive was very pleased to send older equipment to ski hill
heaven and feel very good that the new equipment will give so
much confidence to our new skiers!
Within the Lolo landscape area, 5 cut block locations were
selected. Three cut areas are directly adjacent to the private
residents of Sunshine Valley. These residents received
personal consultation from the WGCFC general manager
before operations commenced.
These cut block locations were also in a landscape area which
required Visual design. The establishment of Wildlife tree
patches, clumped retention areas and single trees blended
these blocks into the landscape.
Access to the 3 cut blocks was challenging and resulted in the
requirement of a new road system and bridge structure to
provide a safe and efficient haul route. The road was named
after a long time resident and first WGCFC President Leverne
Burnell, The Burnell Road. This new permanent road system
and bridge took about a month to establish and has provided
a short haul distance to Highway 5.
In addition to the removal of timber from cut block areas, a
number of permanent roads within the cut blocks were
constructed. These roads will provide long term access to
future timber chances within the landscape area.
Constructions of these roads are now considered an asset of
the community forest, and will have benefits in the future.

Did we mention the smiles?
Thanks to Wells Gray Community Forest Grant, our kids
SMILED BIG!!!
~ Shelley Sim, Clearwater Ski Hill

CF Grant Supports Literacy
I would like to express my sincere thanks for the funds
received for purchasing books for our classrooms. What
an amazing opportunity! I was able to talk to my students
about what kinds of books they would like to have more of,
and make my choices based on their specific interests.
The day the books arrived in my classroom, the excitement
level went through the roof and cheers reverberated as I
unpacked the boxes and showed the children the vast
array of books. These bold, bright and beautiful nonfiction
books are still the most sought-after in the classroom!
These books will, of course, remain in the Grade One
classroom upon my retirement - what a gift for a new
teacher coming in! Again, my most sincere thanks for
your support of literacy at Raft River School!
~ Marilyn Blouin, Teacher, Raft River Elementary School

